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Sntith is nam.ed
Player of the Year
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer

By Paul
Lindgren

March 15, 2001
The chapter entitled
"The Joe Smith Years" on
UAH's Basketball team
ended on a sour note back
on March 2 in a lost to
Henderson State (first
round of the Gulf South
Conference Tournament).
Although the final chapter
of Smith's career at UAH
ended on the court for
Smith, the stor; off the
court may have somewhat
erased some of the bad
memories of that ,II-fated
c;etback on the second day
of March Madn •ss.
Smith, who averaged
16.9 points, and 5.3 assisb
per game, was named the
GSC East Player of th
Year this past week. Smith
also nabbed a spot on the
All-GSC first team.
UAH head coach
Lennie Acuff was extremely proud of his star
player. "Joe is very deserving of this honor. He was
the best player in the Eastern Division this year and
perhaps one of the top two

UAH students stage protest as
Governor arrives in Huntsville
StaffEditor
March 1, 2001

Senior Joe Smith was
named Gulf South Conference Player of the Year after averaging 16.9 points
and 5.3 assists per game.
(Photo by Danny Parker)
in the entire conference."
Smith, who finished
the season leading UAH
in scoring and assists, finished second in the GSC in
as:.ists and seventh in
scoring.
"He was our go-to-guy
and made some big plays
this year [as evident by his
tum around jumper at the
buzzer in the win over
Berry University and assist to freshman Zach Car-

See Smith,
page9

UAH s tudents gathered at Huntsville International Airport on Saturday, February 24 to
protest against unfai r
budget cuts to colleges
and univer ibes as Governor Don Siegelman
was scheduled to arrive
at the airport to receive
an award.
Over 150 demonstrator:. arrived at the airport
to demonstrate against
Siegelman's position on
shielding K-12 education
against reductions in
funding. The budget cuts
come as part of an education proration plan
that
has
placed
Alabama's higher education in a predicament
comparable to the California power crisis.
Students were already
marching by 5 p.m., anticipating the arrival of

Students protested at the Huntsville Airport Saturday night to show their
concern about the Governor's budget cuts. (Photo by Dauphne Rogers)
Siegelman's plane. He
was scheduled to accept a
distinguished economic
development award at the
airport for his help in wooing Toyota Motor Corp. to
Huntsville. Live media

coverage of the demonstration was provided by
all three major local networks.
The protesters were
mostly composed ofUAH
students, but also in-

eluded students ' from
Alabama A&M and Athens State University. The
students marched along

See Protest,
page9

Frosh Mosh 2000: Better Than Ezra calls the shots
By Jennifer
Roberts
News Editor
August 31, 2000
Better Than Ezra is a
popular, New Orleansbased "college rock" band
that was formed in the late
1980s by three guys at
Louisiana State University. Below, drummer
Travis Mc abb talks
about the impact of their
music, their influences,
Napster, and how they are
lucky to be calling their

own shots.

Jennifer: What kind of
a contribution do you feel
your music has made to
the American music
scene?
'lravia: (laughs) Wow. I
don't know if we think of
it that way. Basically, we
just like making music,
and, for me, personall,~ as
a musician growing up,
there were just certain
bands that I loved or certain music that really affected my life. And music
that's important to you
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really can change the way
you feel about things or
can affect you. So, if
there's some small group
of people out there that
feel that way about the
music we make, to me,
that's the goal or the ideal
thing. As far as some great
change in the world or
anything, I don't know. I
don't know that we've
had any big musical impact or not. It's hard for
me to say anything about
that. But just for the
people who are really fans
of the band, for it to have

any personal meaning to
them ... that's really the
most important thing to
me.
Jenni.fer: A lot of bands
have claimed to have been
influenced by other musicians or by other arts, such
as visual arts or literat;ure.
Is this true of Better Than
Ezra?
li'avis: I think so, to
some degree, especially
lyrically. Kevin, our
singer, writes all the lyrics,

See Ezra, Drummer for Better Than Ezra, li'avis McNabb.
page 9

(Photo courtesy of bettertlwtezra.com)

Our Year-In-Review Insert highlights events '
from the 2000-2001 school year. Articles are
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University bookstore announces new policy
... By Bettina
Phillips
News Writer
September 28, 2000
The UAH Bookstore,
located downstairs in the
University Center, captu res the at ten Lion of
thrifty students this fall semester. Store manager Jeffrey Davis is new to UAH,
but he is a 16--year veteran
of the textbook retail business. Beginning this fall
sem ester, Davis announces the store's commitment to beat the price
of any competitor, to provide an explanation of
bookstore policies to any
inquiring student, and to
· simply meet the student
n~d for quality customer
service.
"We will guarantee lo
beat any price, new for
new, old for old," says
Davis. In some cases
Davis has sold a new textbook to a student at a used
textbook price. A s tudent

must provide his or her
receipt and the current ad
or other written verification of the competitor 's
price in order to receive a
cash refund of the difference between his or her
purchase price at the university center bookstore
and the competitor's
price. Davis says shelf
prices will not be marked
down throughout the
store because he follows
the publisher's list price
for the textbook, but he
promises to uphold the
guarantee. Heencourages
students to shop al the oncampus store because a
significant portion of a
student's purchase at the
store, which is owned by
the Follett company, is
presented to the university.
Davis also annourtces
that university bookstore
representatives will set up
booths in the lobby of several buildings across campus at the end of the semester for the purpose of

purchasing books from
students. "This is a student bookstore and I want
to make it more accessible
to them," says Davis.
The on-campus store
does not sell damaged
books or complimentary
copies (teacher's editions)
of textbooks and; therefore, does not purchase
such books from students.
These restrictions are
placed on the bookstore
by contract. l lowever, the
store will buy back new
and used textbooks that
are in good condition. The
university bookstore does
not buy consumable textboo ks such as study
guides and workbooks
that a re incomplete or
have been written in. If a
book is bought as a package with a compact disc,
map, or other accessory
material, then these materials must be sold back
with the textbook.
Davis provides an explanation for the dollar
amount students are given

for textbooks at the end of
the semester. According to
Davis, a textbook's status
for the following semester
hinges on the decision of
the faculty and the departments. If a department
completes a book order for
the next semester for a
particular textbook, then
the student is given half of
the purchase price for the
textbook. The bookstore
will buy a particular text
back until the need is met
for the course or courses
offered the next semester,
but after the requirement
is filled, the student will
only receive less than half
of his or her purchase
price. If a textbook for a
particular class has been
changed, the student will
receive less than half of his
or her purchase price,
which is determined by
the national demand of
the book. These books
will be sold to a wholesale
company and distributed
to other universities.
"l will do anything l
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UAH Bookstor manager, Jeffrey Davis, plOlllUes ID
"make the students happy" with new boobton
policies. (Photo by Jennifer Roberts)
can and whatever it takes
to make the student
happy," says Davis, as he
refers to an incident earlier
in the semester.
A
student's books were stolen from his car and, although he had not purchased his books at the oncam pus s tore, Davis
signed two books out to
the student as a loan.
Refund policies remain
the same. The deadline

for refunds has passed,
but Davis reminds students that, in the future,
they must have their receipt in order to obtain a
refund.
Davis and his team are
open to suggestions for
the store, and he encourages students to seek assistance from him or any
member of management
at the bookstore should a
problem arise.

Cafeteria's health rating drops to 70 percent
inspections and issues
health ratings. The inNews Writer
spections are surprise in- February 22, 2001
spections.
"They're not supposed
UAH's University Center Cafeteria (UCC) scored to know. The inspection is
a 70 percent health rating of critical things that they
on the Alabama Depart- should do to sanitize their
ment of Public Health's equipment so that it's
regular inspection this good for use. The biggest
month. The cafeteria, lo- problem is in terms of
cated on the second level managers making sure
of the University Center, that they do their jobs by
services the majority of managing and making
students who take part in sure that their employees
a student cafeteria plan, are doing what they are
which includes all fresh- supposed to do," Fipps
men living in campus said.
The inspection rehousing.
The poor health ra ting vealed several minor coswas received on February metic problems, such as
5 and will be posted for 30 boxes stored at the wrong
days. The rating is a mea- level, improperly stored
sure of the overall cleanli- cleaning supplies, an unness of the facility, main- clean dumpster, waste
tenance of machines and storage concerns, and unstorage, and performance clean restroom areas.
There were two major inof the cafeteria staff.
In an interview with fractions cited by the
the Interim Vice President Health Department: an oil
of Student Affairs Delois spill in the loading dock
Smith, Smith addressed area and a broken dishthe low rating by saying, washer.
According to UCC of"Everybody who sees this
rating automatically ficials, the oil spill in the
thinks of the food. Most loading dock area was not
people who don't know any fault of the UCC staff.
anything about health rat- The General Manager of
ings don't know how they Sedesco[the company that
leases the UCCI Alan
arrive at them."
A representative of the Kinkead explained the
Alabama Department of spill.
"The grease spill was at
Health, John Fipps, explained how the Health the loading dock. We have
Department handles its a company that comes to

By Carter Gana

collect the grease from a
storage
receptacle.
There's a company that
hooks up a hose and
pumps the grease out, and
they spilled the grease,"
said Kinkead. The grease
spill was recorded as a
four-point violation of the
health code.
Four and five point violations are categorized as
critical items. The other
four point critical violation involved the chemicals in the dishwasher.
Health Inspector Fipps explained the violation.
"They use a chemical
machine out there[in the
UCC]. During the final
rinse cycle, there was no
chemical. There has to be
a minimum of 50 parts per
million. They're still using
chlorine out there; and
there has to be 50 ppm. It
couldn' t get anything [on
a chemical test strip),"
Fipps
commented.
"That's not the first time.
I can recall times when
I've inspected the cafeteria, no solution."
Kinkead painted the
dishwasher problem in a
different light. " [Regarding] the machine, we've
had Ecolab look at it, a11d
l think they've determined
that the issue is not the
pump, but the sensor that
sends information to the
[chemical] pump that says
you have enough sanitizer

or that you don't," said
Kinkead. " It is working
inconsistently."
Kinkead went on to assure students that the machine problem does not
affect the quality of food
service in the cafeteria.
"Fortunately we do 90
percent of everything on
paper and plastic. It's disposable. So, what we do
wash, is washed in a
three-compartment sink:
wash, rinse, sanitize.
Also, we can accommodate anything we need to
wash with the 3-compartment sink for now, until
the machine is repaired,"
said Kinkead. "We are
also testing the dishwasher machine more often with chemical test
strips. If we detect that it's
not working, we can quit
using it, and use the 3compartment sink."
The Health Department posts health ratings
for thirty days following
an initial inspection.
While the infractions may
have been corrected, the
score will not reflect that
until March 5. As for the
two critical issues, regulations require UAH to correct those problems within
7 days of inspection.
If a rating is below 70
the inspectors re tur~
within 48 hours to re-inspect. If the establishment
does not score an 85 or

better, it is closed for business. Any score below 60
constitutes an automatic
shut down.
While UAH has never
scored a 60 or below, Fipps
reflected on the state of affairs at the UC Cafeteria
saying, "they've never
had a good history out
there. I hate to say that,
but. .."
Fipps added that the issues of cleanliness should
not be understated . "A lot
of times we talk about the
food temperature. It's one
thing if the food is good
and hot, but when we look
at the percentages of outbreaks that are caused by
utensils; the possibility is
always there," said Fipps.
Kinkead defended the
cafeteria's quality. "The
thing is, this is like a snapshot in time. There will always be times when it is
worse, and times when it
is better anywhere you
go."
According to
Kinkead and Director of
Food and Beverage Services
Sukesh
Parameswaran, the average rating of the cafeteria
ranges between 80 and 85.
Kinkead concluded,
"We tend to get dinged on
cosmetic and maintenance
issues. We do have a very
s trong safety program.
Managers and supervisors are required to get
certified every three years.

The UAH cafeteria
displays the recent~
rating score of70 P""'--(Photo by Daapblt
Rogers)
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Can you afford to eat at the Charger Cafeteria?
By Sheldon Hull
News Writer
December 7, 2000
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Students at UAH appear to be driven toward
the goal of graduation, or
at least the success of attaining good grades for
the current semester. In
order to achieve these
g oa ls, some sacrifices
have been made. One sacrifice that students have
made lies in the area of finances. Many students
have had to suffer the agonies of missed meals in
order to gain the prize at
the end of their respective
scholarly road. While students are on the sacred
grounds of near poverty,
they are not alone in their
pursuit of an inexpensive
meal, which prov ides
them with the strength lo
endure the long hours of
classes and homework. It
is at these moments that
students seek refuge at the
Charger Cafeteria.
However, when one arrives at the cafeteria, he or
she is faced with the sur-

prising reality of high doubled." And, yes, they showed her receipt, ap-palled that she had to pay
prices. Certainly, many misspelled the word.
Tracey Smith, a fresh- an additional 69 cents for
students have wondered
why they cannot get a man, does not "think the milk and 89 cents for a
break on their own cam- food is too bad." Smith baked potato. With that,
pus. Surely the cafeteria states, "Still, it is pretty some of the other prices in
adminis tration under- dang expensive." She and the cafe were examined.
It was discovered that
stands that the average her friends seemed to be
customer of the mess hall waiting for an opportu- the combo special feais broke or close to it. Since nity to talk about the tured one entree and two
this is the case, one looks prices that appear to be sides for $4.19. If ordered
forward to getting a nice too outrageous for the fi- a la carte, the entree is
dea l on salads, sand- nancially-challenged to $2.99 and each side is 69
wiches, or potato chips. handle comfortably. Brice, cents. Bread costs 25 cents.
The truth is that the items a student who sat with Also, at 1 p.m., the lunch
that one norma lly pur- Tracey, said that the meals special is no longer availchases at the cafe are just a verage out lo between able. That means that you
as expensive, if not more five and six dollars per have to be out of class long
expensive as local fas t meal. However, these stu- enough to get into the cafe
d ents are tha nkful that if you want the special,
food restaurants.
Have you ever won- they bought the $600 meal which many students find
dered why a large salad at plan so they do not have very difficult to do.
Also, some students
the salad bar costs $3.99 to fork over the money
and does not allow for sec- every day. Student James have expressed concern
onds? One can go to Garner chipped in for over how sandwiches are
Barnhill's or Quincy's for what they paid since they made on the grill. Stuabout one dollar more and are only afforded the op- dents may notice a veggie
get chicken, macaroni and portunity to eat two mea ls burger available on the
cheese, hot vegetables, a day for five days out of menu. The trouble is that
dessert, and much more at the week. "The rest of the there is not a place on the
an "all you can eat" rate. time, you starve or call grill for these burgers to be
At the cafe, a sign warns, your parents for money," made. You may not be a
vegetarian, but certainly
"You must be able to close said Gamer.
Smith, who had just one would concur that it
the top on your salad or
you will be charged eaten a salad one day, is not too inviting for those

who are vege tarians to year except for pricing."
have their food saturated He says that what the avwith the fat of animals. If erage student does not rethe cafe is going to pro- alize is that the cafe uses
vide their customers with the top quality foods so
the alternative to meat, th eir customers do eat
why not make it totally healthy. Also, in its annual
survey, they have noticed
meatless?
In all fa irness to the that "food taste is up 30%
cafe though, there are rea- from last year." Preuschl
sons for the high prices add ed, "We use Tyson
and seeming insensitivity. chicken , w hich is not
Irene Leslie, night super- treated with hormones or
visor of Sodexho Services, chemicals. We went up
says that Lhe cafeteria is from Very Fine juices to
comparable
to Tropicana. We continue to
Schlotzsky's or Quizno's. improve all of the time,
Leslie adds, "[Studen ts] and that makes our prices
may complain about more competitive. We will
prices, bu t it doesn't stop be introducing wraps to
them. The volume is dif- the deli next week for
ferent than at restaurants, those who are a bit more
so the pricing will reflect health conscious. They
that. In addition to that, will be a permanent part
people frequent the cafete- of our menu. Still, we canria while bringing in food not have everything on
from other places." She our menu because we are
pointed out cups and con- too small to accommodate
tainers from Burger King everything." The Charger
and McDonald 's as she Cafeteria is open from 7:30
a.m. until 9 p.m. Monday
spoke.
John Preuschl, dining through Thursday; 7:30
service supervisor, noted a.m. until 6 p.m. Friday;
that the cafe had not "got- and 10 a.m. until 6 p.m.
ten a single complaint all Saturday and Sunday.

Twenty-one cars were vandalized on campus during the past month
By Jason Moore
News Writer
October 12, 2000
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In the past month,
UAH underwent a
scourge of automobile-related vandalism. Since
September 9, there have
been 21 reports of vandalism . In most instances
windows were shattered
in order for the cars to be
plundered. According to
Steve Whitlock, Resident
Director of the Centra l
Campus Residence Hall
(CCRH), up until September 28, 21 cars had been

broken into in ten days.
Six out of 21 cars were
unlocked or had their windows rolled down. Six out
of21 cars had stereos with
detachable faces that were
not removed, indicating a
preference for factory installed stereos. The breakins were relatively scattered throughout the campus, though there was a
g reate r frequ e ncy of
break-ins in the area between Morton Hall and
CCRH. The targeting appears to be random with
the more bountiful and
accessible prospects re-

ceiving more attention.
With this surge of activity, Campus Police Chief
Gary Gailliard sought to
encourage students, faculty and staff to take precautionary measu res.
"We are trying to educate
people about what is going on. Any time throughout the day these things
can happen," stated
Gailliard. "We are urging
people to take simple preventive measures."
Until this past
weekend, there had been
a nine-d ay hia tus. It is
hoped that with foresight

on the part of UAH motorists, this problem of automobile vandalism can be
avoided. The looting appears to be a seasonal activity on the part of the
perpetrators. Last November, a group of juveniles
were apprehended, and
the break-ins subsided. As
of yet there is no information on the assailants, nor
is there any indication that
these break-ins were the
work of the same people.
Ga illiard
Chief
strongly urges people to
be ale rt and report an y
suspicious conditions or

I II

The past month has seen 21 car break-ins, the majority
taking place between Morton Hall and CCRH. (Photo
by Dauphne Rogers)

activ ities to the UAH
Campus Police by calling

824-6911.

Charger Cards introduced to UAH this year
ByDauphne
Rogers
Editor-in-Chief
Augu t 24, 2000
Th anks to the new
Charger Card, s tudents
will have one less line to
endure at the beginning of
each semester. Standing in
line to get student ID cards
validated has now become
a thing of the past.
Starting today, students
ca n get thei r Cha rger
Cards in room 110 of the
UC between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 8 p.m. Monda y-Thursday and 8:30
a.m. until 5 p.m. on Fri-

days. Pictures will be
taken for the Charger
Cards at the time of issua nce. There will be no
charge for the new cards
u n less a student has lo
have the card replaced .
The replacement charge
will be $20.00 per card.
The card basically
functions as a debit card.
Students will have the optio n of putting grants,
loans, or cash amounts on
their card in order to utilize the services available.
All services are optional
with the excep tion of
freshman meal plans.
According to Bruce,
"Once we get the card sys-

tern fully developed, students can come to this
campus without a dime in
their pockets."
All students must gel
one of the new Charger
Cardc;, as the old student
ID cards will soon be invalid. Director of the University Center, Steve
Bruce, said that he hopes
to have the new cards to
all students by October 1,
2000, at wluch time, old ID
cards will become unusable.
The cards issued w ill
provide the following services in addition to all of
the services of the old ID
cards:

• Access to computer
labs (that require ID)
• Bookstore accounts
• CCRH access
• Information desk
pu rchases (snacks/tickets)
• Laundry machines in
CCR H and Southeast
Housing
• Meal plans
Futu re serv ices provided by the Charger Card
will include:
• Copy card
• Library access (Library w ill have one entra nce requiring card
swipe in the future)
• Library card
• Long distance calling

Freshman Amy Blanclw:d has her picture tuen for
the new Charger Cards. (Photo by Dauphne Rogers)

card
• Recreation Center access

• Vending machines
(those frequently used)
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Frosh Mosh 2000 kicks off fall semester
~yBettina

Phillips
Nerus ff..nter
August 24, 2000
The fall semester kicks
off to an interactive and
energetic start as students,
faculty, and community
participate in Frosh Mosh
2000 this week, b u t the
main event of the festivities begins tomorrow
night at 7 when the bands,
" Better th an Ezra" and
"Life in General" perform
live on the quad.
The Student Government Association (SCA)
endeavored to create a
bigger and better second
~nnual Frosh Mosh this
year at UAH. The events
are not restricted to freshman living on camp us, but
involve the entire campus
and the community. "This
year the SCA has involed
the community, worked
closely with ACE (Association for Campus Entertainment), and involved

the colleges of the university," says Geo f Morris,
Executive Vice-President
of the SCA. Morris also
states that participants of
Frosh Mosh doubled this
year and charity work was
added to the list of fun and
games.
Although the finale to
this week's activities will
take place tomorrow
evening, students have
competed in athletic competitions and fun games
since they moved in on
Sunday. Free food, games,
charity work, and a variety of ente rtainment continue to lead up to the concert.
Breathing heavily and
bent from exhaustion after
a game of capture the flag
on Monday, local freshm an and mechanical enginee ring m ajo r Mich ael
Francis said, " I think it's
fun. I' m m eeting som e
people before clas.ses so I
won ' t be so lost. I'm looking forward to more fu n,
gam es, and sta rting new

classes."
The endless lis t of activities for the week consisted of messy competitions, a make your own
video opportunity, a
"Who Wants To Be a Millionaire" game, com ical
ente rtainment b y Erin
Foley, and much more.
Today from 11-3, inflatable games will take place
on the UC lawn. At noon,
the Beta Alpha Psi will
sponsor a grill-out, and, at
8 tonight, there will be a
BSA Step Show and a 70's
party at the UC Exhibit
Hall.
In addition to the concert in the evening, Friday
will also feature a free
lunch o f subs and wings
and Haw aiian Ice from 113.
Saturday w ill officially
conclude the Frosh Mosh
events with a free,
Wom en's Studies-sponsored pizza party in the
Chan Auditoriu m of the
Ad ministrative Science
Building.

The busy schedule was
strategically planned b y
the SGA and faculty to extend throughout the week.
"Students will remember
the fun they had while
classes were in session
and not just the fun they
had prior to the beginning
of the fall semester," said
Morris.
On behalf of the SCA,
Morris thanks the SGA
President, James "Kodi"
Kodrowski, SGA's VicePresident of Financial Affairs, Brett Holt, and faculty and staff Members
Debra
Ran ey,
Joel
Lonergan, and Steve
Bruce.
The concert tomorrow
night is expected to draw
many at- the-gate ticket
purchases. Although tickets may be purchased at
the gate for $8.00, they are
available at the front desk
in University Center for
$5.00 per ticket.
The quad has been the
central location for most of
the activities this w eek,

Students take a break from the activities of Jlllllla
Mosh to enjoy a cool drink. Activities incllldet
athletic competitions, games, and free food. ACUIICIII
by Better Than Ezra will end the week. O'bola .,
Jennifer Roberts)
and, according to Morris, at u pcoming concerts may
it w ill be used m ore be requested at the uBetthroughout the year for te r than Ezra" site.
campus events. It is cenVolunteers are needed
trally located between the to help with stage set-up.
library, the Nursing b u ild- If you are interested in
ing parking area, Roberts helping, contact the SGA
Hall, anq the University 824-6375 or the ACE at
Center.
824-6428 as soon as posBoth Frosh Mosh bands sible.
have their own websites at
www.betterthanezra.com
and w ww.lifeingen e ral.
com. Songs to be played

SGA representatives clash with Governor
By Paul

- Lindgren
Section Editor
March 15, 2001
Governor
Don
Siegelman and SGA representatives from Alabama
universities met at the
State Capitol on March 6
to discuss the latest offer
that the governor has
placed before higher education.
The proposal offered a
4.6 percent cul in K-12
funding and a 9.8 percent
cut in higher education
funding. The state would
float a $59 million bond
issue, the proceeds of
which would have
brought
higher
education's cut to an equitable level with K-12.
This same proposal,
which would have set the
precedent of favoring K12 over higher education,
had been consistently rejected by Tom Meredith,
Chancellor of the University of Alabama System,
Gordon Moulton of the
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University of South Alabama, and Troy Sta te
Chancellor Jack Hawkins.
The three university representatives have been
regular guests at the table
of Siegelman, fighting for
an equitable solution to
the proration crisis.
Prior to the meeting
with the governor, st udents were briefed by Executive Director Gordon
Stone and other figures of
the Higher Education
Partnership who were
crucial in summoning student council with the governor. Universities and
students want an equitable cut of 6.2% acrossthe-boa rd for both higher
education and K-12.
Twenty-three students
were ushered into the
Siegelman's conference
room where the governor
began by selling this latest offer straight to the students. He suggested that
the stubbornness of higher
education was prolonging
the painful debate in
Montgomery and on campuses across the state.
"Whoever draws the
short straw is going to
need some help," said
Governor Siegelman.
"The difficulty is that it
has been made worse by,
quite frankly, the refusal of
higher education to take
the 4.6 percent proration
budget." Siegelman re-

G overnor Don Siegelman meets with SGA
representatives from across the state and discussed
p088ible solutions to the proration crisis. (Photo by
Paul Lindgren)
ferred to hjs budget as an
equal cut of 4.6 percent
across the board because
the bond issue would adjust higher education's cut
from 9.8 percent down to
that level.
Students were immediately flustered by the idea
of issuing debt to cover a
shortfall in tax revenue,
what one student described as "issuing a home
equity loan to buy your
groceries."
"There is adult education and there are early
learning opportunities
that we really need to focus on," explained
Siegelman, "[Alabama) is
beginning to focus on

those early learning opportunities."
The governor suggested reforms that would
help avoid another Education Trust Fund crisis in
the future, such as performance-based budgeting
and creating a State Board
of Regents to help manage
the universities, none of
which could help the immediate situation facing
higher education.
"You did the fair thing
and the right thing a
month ago," said SGA
Vice-President Geoff Morris
to
Governor
Siegelman. "We didn't like
it, we weren't happy with
it, but it was fair. I'm con-

fused and concerned that
it seems your original actions violated this statute." Morris referred lo a
1995 statute that stated K12 salaries could not be
cut. This statute has been
the principle grounds by
which Siegelman and
other lawmakers have
supported a more substantial cuts for higher
education.
"You treated everyone
fairly in the first place,"
continued Morris. "What
we ask for, and what Senate Bill 24 asks for would
get us back to that fair
treatment that you gave us
one month ago." Senate
Bill 24 was passed during
special session stating the
proration cuts must be equitable, but was subsequently killed by the
House.
A tirade of verbal responses from the students
followed Morris's statement, expressing general
distaste for this latest offer in the proration crisis.
"Whatever the solution
is here, and I don't have
one," said Governor
Siegelman, "that wasn't
my idea, but it was the
best one that came out of
discussions."
Afterwards, Siegelman
was invited to the Higher
Education Ra lly on the
lawn of the State House,
but he declined, stating he

wou Id be in Shelby
County at that time.
Siege lman, w ho has
wanted to be known as
Alabama's education governor, stated he would like
the opportuni ty to meet
with SGA representatives
in the future on hopefully
other issues.
After the meeting, the
students walked across
the street to the steps of the
Statehouse w here the
Higher Educa tion Day
Rally was alread y underway.
.
"I think he was trying
to divide the university
political fro nt that has
been set up over the past
few years thro ugh the
Higher Educa tion Partne rship," commented
Morris. The Higher Education Partne rs hip was
formed in the wake of~
Fob James ad ministratton
and has united Alabam~
universities behind a unified lobby.
.
Four hours follow ing
the meeting, an a ud1·t of
the Partnership for High;
Education was request
by s tate agencies. .
r
After having hts offe
of a 9.8% unanirnously_rejected by higher educab<Jl
parties, Siegelma~ ~ ~
sented to the opinion
Alabama A ttorney General Bill Pryor and is no~
pushing fo r an ~ J .5% cu
to higher education. _
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Marshall, Konieczny crowned as hom.ecoming queen, king
By Matt Stokes
News Writer

e "Bet-
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Homecoming festivities came to a close this
past weekend after the introduction of the court at
Friday night's hockey
game and finally the
crowning of king and
queen at the Saturday
night basketball game.
Mr. Eric Konieczny was
crowned king, and beside
him was Ms. Cassondra
Marshall who was
crowned queen.
Mr. Konieczny, a senior
nominated by Sigma Nu
Fraternity, serves as president of the Business Student Council, is the reporting officer for Sigma Nu
Fraternity, and is a SGA
House of Representatives
legislator. Also a member
of the UAH Track Team,
Konieczny was awarded
the Men's Cross Country
2000 Leadership award
and named a NCAA and
Gulf South Conference
Scholar-Athlete for the
2000 season.
Ms. Marshall, a senior

nominated by the Black
Student Association,
serves as president of the
BSA and President of
Delta Sigma Theta.
Marshall is also a Compass Counselor, a Lancer,
and an entertainment
writer for the Exponent.
The
Homecoming
Court consisted of ten
nominees. The remaining
eight included Brett Holt,
Elizabeth Courtney, Chris
Brown, Sally Stewart,
Caleb Clanton, Leah
Parker, Michael Baum,
and Jessica Williams.
Brett Holt is a junior
and was nominated by
Kappa Delta Sorority.
Holt serves as Alpha Tau
Omega Vice President,
SGA Financial Officer, and
is an Omicron Delta
Kappa Honorarium.
Elizabeth Courtney, a
senior nominated by Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity,
is a member of Kappa
Delta Sorority, is Organizational Chairman for the
SCA Senate, and serves as
the PanheUenic Secretary/
Treasurer. Courtney was
also a member of the 2000

Homecoming Court.
Chris Brown is a senior
and was nominated by
SEDS, where he serves as
President. Brown is Vice
Chairman of ASME, Vice
President of Charger
Amateur Radio, and Vice
President of Society of
Physics Students. Sally
Stewart, a senior nominated by Sigma Nu Fraternity, serves as Compass
Student Coordinator, SGA
Senator, SGA Chairman of
Current Affairs, and Artie
Literary Magazine Layout
Editor. Stewart is also a
Frosh Mosh Team Leader
and is on the HonorScholar List.
Caleb Clanton is a se- President Frank Franz congradulatn homecoming king and queen Eric Konieczny
nior and was nominated and Cassondra Marshall. (Photo by Danny Parker)
by the Student Philo- nominated Leah Parker, a dential Scholarship recipi- Compass Counselor, Secsophic Society, where he junior. Serving as Presi- ent, and a member the Al- retary of the Residential
serves as Vice President. dent of Delta Zeta, Parker pha Lambda Delta Hon- Student Association, RA
Clanton is also the News is also a member of Alpha ors Society. Baum was of the Year, and a UAH
Editor for the Exponent, a Lambda Delta, the lnsti- also a member of the 2000 Honors Program Student.
former member of the Vice tute of Industrial Engi- Homecoming Court.
Williams also became a
President of Student Af- neers, and the Society of
Nominated by A.C.E., Who's Who Among
fairs' Advisory Commit- Women Engineers.
Jessica Williams, a senior, American College Stutee, a member of the
Alpha Tau Omega Fra- is President of the Sports dents participants.
Dean's Student Advisory ternity
nominated Medicine and Athletic
Board, and a member of Michael Baum, a senior. Trainers Club and a UAI I
Baum is the UAH Lancers Lancer. Williams is the
Phi Kappa Phi.
Delta Zeta Sorority President, is a UAH Presi- ACE Cabaret Director, a

Salmon library begins its expansion effo~
By Justin
Rutledge
News Writer
August 24, 2000

The "M. Louis Salmon
Library is being given a
$2.9 million facelift. Approximately 27,000 square
feet are being added to the

building. The new addition will contain an elecIronic wing consisting of
five new computer labs as
well as an information arcade and distance learning production program
facilit 1, according lo library dean Dr. Wilson
Luquire. This additional

wing of the library will
have two floors.
The circulation and reference departments of the
library as well as the new
information arcade will be
on the first floor of the
new wing. Five teaching
laboratories w ill be on the
second floor, and each will

have 30-60 computers.
The ground floor of the library building will acquire about 4000-5000
square feet, and will contain university Archives,
Special Collections, and
s torage space.
As for parking accommodations, some short

term parking spaces are
being added. The Holmes
Avenue parking lot will
receive an additional 75
parking spaces as well.
The Alabama Virtual
Library has received $3
million in funding from
the Alabama Legislature.
The virtual library is a se-

ries of databases, Internet
encyclopedias, ed ucational journals, and various other information
aids. It will take the UAH
library to new technologically convenieflt heights
as the university moves
comfortably into the new
century.

Student recreation center coming in year 2001
By Jennifer
Roberts
News Editor
August 24, 2000
Move over, Spragins
Hall; in the fall of 2001,
students will have a new
place to workout and enjoy athleltcs.
Current!\ under construction is UAH's new
74,100-square-foot sports
and fitness complex,
which will be located at
the southeast corner of
Holme~ A,.enue and John
Wright Drive.
The center will feature
three basketball courts, an
indoor running track, a
swimming pool, cardio,·ascu lar fitness, and
weight training and aerobics equipment. The center will also offer a rehabilita lion area, locker
rooms, a patio, and a juice
and snacks area.

"Students expressed
concern that it was difficu It to gain access to
Spragins Hall for general
recreation," stated President Frank Franz. "We
studied the schedule for
Spragins extensively. After you take out the times
for HPE and CE classes,
and the needs of the athletic department, there
was very little time left for
general student recreation."
Sara Redington, a junior in Foreign Languages
and International Trade,
says she has had many
difficulties using the gym
in Spragins 1Jail for her
own per:.onal recreation.
"l have been inconvenienced in the past by
scheduling conflicts for
the weight room. On c;everal occasions I would get
kicked out during the
middle of my workout

because of classes or athlete training."
The recreation center is
not only expected to benefit those who are interested in general recreation, but it is also expected to benefit those in
athletics. According to
Ray Garner, Director of
'ews Services, Spragins
Hall has a seating capacity of 2,800. However,
1,000 of those seats are not
currently being u. ed because of the weight training and aerobic area located behind the upper
stands on one of the sides
of the gym.
After years of trying to
consider the needs of athletics, students interested
in general recreation, and
I !PE classes, the university decided to follow a
plan suggested by the students that would eliminate this competition over

the resources in Spragins. ter," said Smith.
As for students, all fullAccording to Gary
time
students will have acSmith, Executive Assistant
to the President, it was the cess to the center al no
students who first pro- charge. "Part-time stuposed the idea of a recre- dents will pay a reduced
ation center. "The SCA membership fee dependconducted a referendum ing on the number of
on the center, the students credit hours for which
overwhelmingly voted fa- they are enrolled," stated
vorably for it, and agreed Smith. In regard lo the
to use a portion of student center's public availabilfees to pay for the center." ity, many UAH students
The $9 million recre- think the center should
ation center will be only be open to tho e affunded by a $2.4 million filiated with the univerbond issued by the Ala- sitr Redington disagrees.
"I feel it is a good idea
bama Public School and
College Authority. The that the center be open to
rest will come from uni- the public provided that
versity-issued bonds.
membership will be reAlthough the center is stricted to adults," stated
primarily for the students, Redington. "If the rec centhe center will also be ter is open to the public, it
open to the general pub- will be in competition
lic. "It is anticipated that with other exercise facilithe sale of external mem- ties such as Gold's Gvm.
berships will cover the I hope that the possible
operating costs of the cen- competition will make

UAH invest in high quality equipment and more
activities."
Geof Morris, Executive
Vice-President of the Student Government Association and senior in Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, said he believes opening the center
to the public "will be beneficial in the long run. The
Huntsville community
does not have a significant
interaction with the UAH
community in a definite,
concrete way. In many
ways, the UAH community is the Huntsville community-vibrant, successfu I,
technology-oriented-but the Huntsville
community too rarely sec:.
the traditional UAH student I think that public
access lo our facilities can
help the Huntsville con<
munity to understand our
students better."
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Discovery and Despair exhibit on display through Feb. 9

painful memories of a concentration camp where
... Nl!Ws Writer
brutality, starvation and
January 18,. 2001
death were an everyda)
Photographer Alvin occurrence.
Located
Gillens and Torsten Hess, nearly two miles northhistorian /curator of the west of Nordhausen, GerMittlebau-Dora memorial, many, this concentration
officially opened Discov,•ry camp during the 1940's
and Despair, an exhibit of was the hub of V-rocket
hauntingly exquisite pho- production, fueled by a
togra phs and artifacts slave labor force of 60,000
from this underground politically dissident or raconcentration camp Sun- ciall) unfit prisoners. Of
day, January 14 in the these 60,000 inmates,
Union Grpve Gallery on 20,000 died because of
the campus of U AH. Both starvation, hanging, beatGillens and Hess gave ing, or disease.
talks about the MittlebauGillens and I less have
Dora exhibit in the Union been highly instrumental
Grove Gallery at 3 p.m. in in expanding the public's
room 200 of Morton Hall. knowledge of the atrociThe name Mittlebau- ties that occurred in
Dora may hold little Mittlebau-Dora. Gi1lens, a
meaning for most people, well-renown photograyet for some it conjures pher is currently assisting

By Jennifer Hill

the creation of the documentar) film, "The Dora
Caves-The Dark Side of
Genius" which describes
the details of what transpired in the underground
concentration camp.
After the war, American soldiers ransacked
Dora in attempts to reco\ er any information
that the U.S. could use for
their own military programs and then turned
control of the site over to
the Soviet Union. After a
second destructive search
of its tunnels by the Soviet
Union, Dora was sealed
by the Russians and remained unopened for
nearly 50 years until 1995.
Gillens was one of the few
who were first allowed
into Dora's dark tunnels
to examine and remember

its nearly forgotten history. Gillens described his
photographs in a recent
honors forum class as a
"tribute to a section of history that is hard to confront" and "a memorial to
those who died in furthering the progress of technology."
Mittlebau-Dora concentration camp \-.as central for the production of
both the V-1 and V-2 rockets that were designed by
the Nazi S.S. commander,
Werhner Von Braun. Von
Braun, a leading rocket
scientist of the time, was
employed by Germany in
1932 to further its military
aims and was fully aware
of the use of slave labor in
building the rockets he
designed .
However,
Mittlebau-Dora proved to

be a pivotal site of scit•nti fic progress for Von
Braun despite the thousands of innocent Ii\ cs
that were brutally t•xtinguished in bringing his
dreams to reality.
The exhibit and talk:;
ha\'e been sponsored by
the l lumanitics Center,
the l lonors Program, the
Office of Internat ional
Education and Research,
the Office of Multi Cultural Affairs, the Department of Art and Art Histor), the Department of
History, the Department
of Political Science, and
the Department of Sociology. Marylyn Coffey, Staff
Assistant for the UAI I department of Art and Art
History, has been instrumental in bringing this
exhibit to UAI I, since she

is_ the person who provided information about
the exhibit coming 10 the
U.S. to UA! I administrator .
Athough the exhibll
has bcen up since January
11 at 10 a.m., which \\as
followed by talks at 11
a.m. by Gilcns and Hess
Gillens' photographs we~
officially put on exhibit in
the Union Grove Gallen
on January 14. Theexhib;t
is free to the public and
will be on display through
February 9. For more information and for gallery
hours, contact Maryly~
Coffey at (256)-82~114.

Morris withdraws his bid &om SGA race
ByJ. Caleb

Canton
Nl!Ws Editor
Arril 5, 2001
Geo Morris officially
withdrew from the race
for SGA President early
Wednesday morning. The
decision came only hours
after an investigation was
launched by the Student
Elections Board into allegations that Morris had
violated a campaigning
rule. Morris, who currently serves as SGA Executive Vice-President,
was previously set to challenge Dale Jobes for the
SGA's highest executive
office.
A formal complaint
against Morris was filed
by Jobes on March 21. The
complaint argued that
Morns violated a campaigning rule that restricts
public campaigning until
the eligible campaigning
date of April 2. According
to the complaint, Morris
alleged)) campaigned on

March 21 in a discussion
posted on the UAH Athletics' Hockey web page.
During the posted web
page discussion, Morris
said, "I now have competition for SGA President:
all UAH students, voting
is 04/11-()4/12, and I invite you to vote for me."
There was no final decision handed down from
the Student Elect ions
Board on the matter, but a
second meeting had been
scheduled for Wednesday,
April 4 at 2 p.m. prior to
Morris' withdrawal. The
Student Elections Board
has the power to disqualify a candidate if he or
she violates a rule. The
board was scheduled to
meet Wednesday afternoon to make a final decision, however Morris had
already withdrawn from
the race.
In an Exponent interview, Morris claimed that
his decision to withdraw
did not come as a result of
the investigation of the

complaint against his
campaign. "My reasons
for doing so are personal
in the fact that over the
past SC\ eraI weeks I found
that I don't have an overwhelming desire to do the
job," said Morris "and I
see a candidate that does,"
Morris said in reference to
Jobes.
"The actions of the
board made me see that I
did not want to fight for
it," said Morris. " My reaction was that if they
kicked me out, then l
wouldn't fight it. And,
that's not a reaction that
you would want from
someone who would be
running SGA."
Effectively Jobes will
now be running unopposed, which essentially
designates him a certain
shoo-in for SGA President.
Jobes expressed his regret
concerning Morris' withdrawal. "It's definitely
unfortunate," said Jobes.
" I really wanted to run
against him."

Geo£ Morris Oeft) withdrew his bid for SGA President early Wednesday. &eca•
of Morris's withdrawal, Dale Jobes (right) will campaign uncontested for the SGA
Presidency. (Photos courtesy of SGA)
"For him [Morris) he
made a good decision,"
said Jobes. "He said that
unfortunately he wasn't
having as much fun with
the SGA as he used too."
When asked about running unopposed for SGA
President, Jobes said that
he, " st ill plan[s) on running a campaign."

Jobes said that his campaign is planning lo hold
a grill-out on April 11 at
the UC lawn. All students
are invited. According to
Jobes, both he and his running mate Brett Holt will
be on site to discuss their
goals for next year and to
field questions from students.

SGA elections are
scheduled for next weekduring UAH's annual
Spring Fest - on April ~I
and 12 Polhngplaceswill
be located in the Univ~rsity Center lobby, A~~inistrative Science Building
lobby.1 and in Tc<hnolog}
Hall 5105, and will tie
open from 9 a.m. to 6 P·"'

UAH's John Christy is appointed as the state's clim.atologist
ByJ. Caleb

Canton
News Writer
December 7, 2000
UAH Professor Dr.
John Christy was recently
appointed to take the
helm of Alabama's chmate
office by Governor Don
Siegelman. Christ} is a
professor of atmospheric
science and director of the
Earth Svstem Science Center at UAH.

Christy will be replacing UAH professor Dr. Richard McNider, who has
been serving as the state's
climatologist since 1983.
Mc ider retired earlier
this year.
According to Christy,
the primary task of the climate office is to provide
climate and weather information for the purpose of
economic development.
"We get requests for
information about the
types of weather that

might
influence
a
company's business, such
as the frequency of hurricanes or how many times
a year roads are closed
due to snow and ice," said
Christy. "Our climate, for
instance, was one of the
main factors that brought
Honda to Alabama."
Additionally, the climate office maintains
weather records for the
state dating back to the
1890s. Current!), attempts
are being made to collect

weather records as far
back as the 1830s and to
make that information
available on the Internet.
Christy came to UAH
in 1987. He served as a
lead researcher and author in a key chapter on
the area of climate variability and change in the
controversial 2001 report
on global warming from
the United ations' Intergovernmental Panel on
Cli":ate Change (IPCC).
Christy also contributed

to the lPCC's reports on
global climate change m
1992, 1994, and 199S.
Christy was the joint
recipient for the American
Meteorological Society
"Special Award" in 1996
for hlS work with Dr. Roy
Spencer on ascertaining a
precise record of the
Earth's global temperature. The c;cienlists also received NASA's Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal in 1991.
Christy earned a B.A in

mathematics from Cahfor·
nia State Univcr5 il)' al
Fresno a Masters of D1·
vintt) from Golden Gat_e
Baptist Theological Sem~
nary, and his M.5: a;_
Ph D in atmosphcnc en~e ·from the Unii;ers11)
f lllinois, l)rba~aa·
O
· t , 1s
Champaign. Chris ) (
Cah ornative of Frt.-sno,
nia.
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UAHtennis player appears nude in publication
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By Jennifer
Roberts

Since learning of 19year-old Blair's eight page
spread, which was shot
News Editor
last June, many UAH stuSeptember 14, 2000 dents have asked, what's
the big controversy?
What do Playboy's
Blair was suspended
Sexy Girls in Sports and pending the NCAA's reUAH have in common? view of the case because
Roseleena Blair.
she accepted an undisSophomore Roseleena closed amount of money
Blair was recently sus- for the photoshoot. Acpended from the UAl 1 cording to NCAA Bylaw
tennis team after having 12.5.1.3, a student athlete
posed nude in a special may not use their athletic
edition of Pln_l/b0,.1/ Mngn- ability for the purpose of
zhre.
financial gain.
"The major concern is
On August 28, upon
hearing about Blair's ap- that athletes cannot be
pearance in the maga- treated differently than
zine-in which Blair men- any other student. She aptions her involvement peared in a magazine that
with the UAH tennis has women athletes, and
team-the university fol- she was there because of
lowed standard procedure her affiliation as a tennis
and notified the NCAA.
team member," said Joel

Phillips
News Writer
August 31, 2000

tions are
nextweekl's annual
on April 11
;places will
he Univer·
by,Admin·
:e Building
rechnology
,d will be
n. to6p.m

gist

:,mCalifor·
versit)" at
ters of Di·
>Iden Gate
,ical Semi·
'M.S. and
pheric sci·
Uni-.:ersit}
Urbana·
:hrist)' is a
o, Califor·
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The NCAA says University of Alabama in Huntsville
sophomore Roseleena. Blair violated NCAA rules by
getting paid for her appearance in i,a_yboy's NSexy
Girls In Sports"' issue. (Photo taken from Playboy)

Lonergan, Director of University Relations. "The
NCAA says you cannot do
that. Because of your ath-

letic prowess, you may
not use that to gain
renumeration."
As for Blair's future on

the team, there is a possibility that she will be reinstated. According to
Lonergan, Jim Harris, the
Director of Athletics at
UAH, will make a recommendation to President
Franz regarding this matter. However, Lonergan
also stated that while
Blair's future on the tennis team is in question, her
academic future at UAH is
in no way in jeopardy because of her decision to
pose nude.
This week, Blair w ill
take part in a seminar for
student-athletes on the
rules and regulations of
the NCAA. "What we
need to make sure is that
all our students know the
rules and regulations that
the NCAA has out there
regarding student ath-
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letes," said Lonergan.
As for his reaction to
Blair 's decision, Harris
told the Times, "1 don't believe the young lady did
this to embarrass the institution or the athletic department. She is a beautiful young lady who was
earning her keep and just
made a mistake. That's
it."
Tire £.lp?nm/attempted
to contact Miss Blair for
comment. Antoine Bell,
Director of Sports Information at UAH, informed
the paper that Miss Blair
is, at this time, unwilling
to give any on-the-record
interviews.

SG A President escorted out of Frosh Mosh
concert, impeachment attempted Monday
By Bettina

_ _J
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A bill to impeach SGA
President,
James
Kodrowski, failed Monday night
at the
association 's meeting.
Following the failure of
the bill, SCA Speaker of
the House and College of
Liberal Arts Representative, Jennifer Roberts, resigned.
The
impeachmen t
hearings responded to allegations of underage possession and consumption
of alcoholic beverages by
Kodrowski on campus
durin g the August 25
Frosh Mosh concert,
which featured the bands
Better Than Ezra and Life
ln General.
A verbal report of
Kodrowski'ssuspected intoxication and possession
of alcohol was made to
Russ Curtis, head of security for the concert, by
ACE officials. Curtis then
removed Kod rowski from
the event, confiscating a
cup allegedly containing
alcohol in the process.
Kodrowski acknowledges drinking prior to
the concert at an off-campus location and to having
alcohol in his possession
on campus. According to
Kodrowski, he was given
an alcoholic beverage by
band members inside the
nursing building. With-

out consuming any of the
beverage, and after spilling some of the drink onto
his clothing, he claims that
he disposed of the substance in a nearby bathroom. "I was wrongfully
accused of drinking at the
concert, and what happened prior to it away
from this campus is of no
concern to anyone else,
especially since it does not
effect my ability to carry
out my official responsibilities," said Kodrowski.
As an SGA official,
Roberts initiated impeachment proceedings on
Monday night. Following
the secret-ballot vote,
which resulted in a 50-50
decision that failed to impeach Kodrowski, Roberts
concl uded the meeting
with the announcement of
her resignation. "I had
faith that the SGA would
vote to impeach James
Kodrowski to set an example of what will not be
tolerated by a representative of the student body.
Considering that the motion to impeach failed-an
action that was called for
by myself-I feel that it is
in the best interest of the
student body and the SCA
that I resign to avoid any
unnecessary and unproductive conflict within the
SCA," said Roberts. "Furthermore, in spite of the
fact that SGA has many
representatives of strong
character, I feel that there
was too much hypocrisy
and dishonesty associated

with this matter. Thus, I
personally wish to have
no further affiliation with
the SCA."
Prior to the meeting,
Geof Morris, Executive
Vice-President of the SGA
asked Kodrowski to resign, but he refused. " I offered hinn the opportunity
to resign before the proceedings began in order to
save the SGA time and
trouble. If Mr. Kodrowski
did indeed partake of alcohol at the concert, I consider that to be an unbelievable instance of lack of
judgement and irresponsibility on his part. Members of SGA are, and
should be, held to a higher
standard, and we are directly responsible for an
event such as the concert.
We should pay particular
attention to all responsibilities given to us," said
Morris.
According to the SGA
Constitution, improper
conduct and violation of
university policy serves as
reason for removal from
office for any SGA member. It also allows SGA
representatives to deem
what is appropriate and
inappropriate conduct by
members of the association.
In addition to the accusations that he improperly
conducted
himself,
Kodrowski faces allegations that he broke campus rules, which restrict
student possession of alcoholic beverages lo cer-

An impeachment attempt was made on Monday to remove SGA President James
Kodrowaki from office. (Photo by Danny Parker)

lain housing facilities on
campus. Vice President of
Student Affairs, Delois
Smith, had this to say,
"Obviously, I was very
disappointed to learn that
Kadi had not adhered to
the policies and guidelines in place for the concert concerning the possession and consumption
of alcoholic beverages. It
needs to be understood by
our students that policies
and procedures are established by the university
for the overall good and
safety of our students and
applies to sll..students.
When a conscious decision is made by any student to disavow established policies, one has to
be equally prepared to accept the consequences of
that choice," said Smith.

"We are continuing to investigate the circumstances surrounding the
incident and will act according to established university policies governing
student conduct."
To allegations that the
university sponsored or
provided alcohol for the
band, SCA advisor Steve

Bruce replied, "The university did not provide alcohol for the band in any
way, shape, or form." According to the current
UAH handbook, a student
is subject to expulsion for
ignoring policies concerning alcoholic beverages on
campus.

Don't forget to check out

exponent.uah.edu
for random graduation
pictures and recent
articles. Visit our archive
section. Graduation Issue
will be online all summer!
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UAH student wounded in armed robbery on campus
By Allison
' Caputo
News Writer
March 22, 2001
A
s tudent
was
wounded in an armed
robbery on Thursday,
March 8 at approximately
2a.m.
Details about the suspects are limited, but the
student - who campus
police say wishes to remain anonymous - says

he was exiting the engineering building through
the back door, whe n he
was approached by two
black males approximately in their late teens
or early twenties.
The men asked the victim what time it was.
When the victim replied,
the perpetra tors proceeded with further conversation.
One man pulled a knife
and asked the victim to
hand over his wallet. The

victim complied. The man
then asked what the victim had in his backpack.
The victim, searching
the contents of the backpack, found pepper spray
and sprayed the unarmed
man. The armed man attacked the victim. The victim suffered a minor knife
wound to the arm.
After the victim gave
the men his wallet, $24 in
cash, a pocket computer,
and a cell phone, the two
men fled the scene in a late

80's, 4- doo r, white
Pontiac.
When questioned b y
campus police, the victim
said he did not recall ever
seeing the two men on
campus before the robbery. At this time, campus
police do not think UAH
students are respons ible
for the incident.
Huntsville Police put
together a composite of
locals in the west precinct.
The victim was unable to
identify the men in a

photo lineup, and police
do not have any solid suspects at this time.
According to Officer
Michael Albino with the
UAI I Campus Police Department, the likelihood
of catching the two men is
slim, unless they strike
again. Albino says that it
is likely that the two are
bold enough to try it
again, and campus police
only hope the men will not
hurl anyone in the process.

Albino says v ictims
should concentrate on obtaining identifie rs rather
then fighting back. Furthermore, Albino advises
any student or staff membe r who finds himself involved in an incident involving a weapon to, "just
give them what they want
and let them leave."

Strong winds strike UAH's Sigma Nu house
By Carter Garza
News Writer

winds uprooted a large
oak tree and sent it crashing into the Sigma Nu fraFebruary 22, 2001
ternity house on the corThe UAH chapter of ner of Jeff and Capshaw
Sigma Nu fell victim to the roads in Northwest Madidamaging winds of a sud- son County. Luckily, no
den storm that took parts one was injured in the
of northern Alabama by event.
surprise last Friday afterMadison County Shernoon. Al 1:30 p.m. on Feb- iff Joseph Whisante said
ruary 16, the Huntsville- that most of the damage
Madison County Emer- from Friday's storm was
gency
Management centered in the area of Je ff
Agency sounded 99 tor- and Capshaw roads. " We
nado sirens throug hout were fortunate that we
the valley in answer to re- didn' t have more d am ports o f wall clouds and age," he said.
high rotations in the sky.
In o ther a reas o f the
Winds rea ched gale city, there we re several inforce, topping o ut be- stances of d owned power
tween 90 and 107 miles lines and uprooted trees.
pe r hour. Stra ig ht-line Resp onse time was aided

by the liming of the bad
weather. The damage occurred during the changing of shifts for Huntsville
Police Department, so incoming officers were dispatched to areas in need of
assistance before they
could make it in to the precincts. Fortunately for the
brothers of Sigma u, no
one was home when the
storm front hit. Witnesses
say that three of the four
trees on the property were
uprooted. One o f those
caused the d amage to the
Sig m a N u hou se itself.
Another of the trees was
launched through the air
and into a neighboring
home.
S ig m a
u Jo n a than

Stephens reaction to the
storm was thankful. 'Tm
just glad no one was ome.
When I saw it on the news,
I was shocked." Stephens
explained that the tree that
hit the house did major
damage to the roof. The
repairs are going to be extensive. "Where it fell was
where the entertainment
center was. It got the TV
and the Nintendo 64."
Sig m a Nu mem bers
who w ere left homeless by
the s torm are curre ntly
rooming at UAl I d orms.
The fraternity was renting
the home that got hit and
is now in search of a fourbedroom house to open as
their new fra ternity ho use.
Stephens says that the

A tree crushes the Sigma Nu house during an
afternoon of strong winds last Friday, February 16.
(Photo by Dauphne Rogers)
fraternity was fortunate to
escape injury, adding that,

"at least we got o ur security deposit back."

UAH welcomes new provost Dr. Radonovich
By Patrick Bobo
News Writer
August 24, 2000
Th is m o n th, D r. Sam
McMa nus retires afte r filling the position of p rovost
for seven years. Dr. Lewis
J. Radonov ich will fill the
position and that of vice
presiden t of academic affairs.
Dr. Radono" ich has a
r ich education background. I fe received his
B.A. from Thiel College in

1966. From there, he went
o n to earn his Ph.D. in
physical che mis try from
Wayne State University in
1970. He also worked as
a pos tdocto ral resea rch
associate for four years at
Cornell University.
D r. Radon ov1ch 1s no
stranger to universities.
Dr. Radonovich was dean
of the College of Arts and
Sciences when he was at
the University of orth
Florida from 1993 until
this appointment. While

at North Florida, the college of Arts and Sciences
grew 61percent. He also
had started a p re-medical
and a p re-law program
and deg ree programs in
physics and international
studies.
UAH President Frank
Franz said that Dr.
Radonovich's " ... knowledge, experience and leadership in academia, research and administration
will be a valuable asset for
our students and faculty."

Prior to the appoin tment at North Florida, he
was on staff at the University of North DaJ..ola and
held a wide variety of positions. At various times,
he was Chair of the Chemistry Department, Associate Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences, and a
professor of chemistry.
Dr. Radono\ ich has also
been the recipient of many
awards, including Chester
Fritz Distinguished Professor at the University of

North Dakota, awarded to
hi m in 1993.
SCA President James
Kodrowski said, "Dr.
Radonovich is quite impressive. I le was vcr)' in
tune with student concerns when I spoke with
him." And, he will need
to be as the p rovost has
important duties. The
provost is the chief academic officer at the university and is the chief executive officer in Dr.
Franz's absence. t le is to

be a leader in a ll academic
p rograms a nd has a job
which curtails countless
other duties.
Upon receiving his appo in tmen t, Dr. Lewis
Radonovich said, "I'm
looking forward to the
challenge of building on
the university's past successes."

Vandalism sbikes Central Campus Residence Hall
By Bettina

Phillips
News Writer
October 12, 2000
The discovery of five
broken glass cases that
how;e fire alarm stations
at the Central Campus
Residence Hall (CCRH)
during the last week of
September led lo an investigation of the matter by
the Resident Director of
CCRH, Steve Whitlock. "I
take pride in the residence

hall and I want to keep the
fire alarm equipment in
top-notch order for the
safety of the residents,"
says Whitlock.
Whitlock is in the process of interviewing students for information
which may lead lo appropriate punishment for the
guilty party. According to
Whitlock, falsifying an
alarm is a criminal offen.c;e,
but as Resident Director,
he attempts to internally
investigate problematic

residential matters. He
may seek assistance from
proper authorities if the
guilty party is uncooperative. "The majority of the
time residents take responsibility for their actions, which allov"s me to
handle situations accordingly," says Whitlock.
Whitlock encourages an
educational disciplinary
system that may demand
that a resident offender
conduct a program, create
an informative pamplet,

or produce a bulletin
board on safety within the
halls of CCR! I.
umerous facts about
the incident n•main unknown. Whitlock has not
been able to pinpoint a
specific time and date for
the offense, and the device
used to break the glass is
presently unknown. Deviance is the only motive
suspected at this time.
Whitlock does not believe that the acts of vandalism are related to the

.

failure of several fire
alarms earlier in the semester. I le emphasizes
the dependability of the
alarm system in operation
and states that a back-up
system is in place at
CCRI L I le insists that the
around-the-clock staff on
hand is efficient and says
that, in case of emergencies, staff members will go
door-to-door at CCRH to
secure the safet)' of students.
"It has been a quiet

year, and I appreciate that.
It showc. that the students
respect the system and
care for the safety of their
fellow students," sayc;
Whitlock.
He states that no
alarms have sounded as a
result of fire, smoke, or
pranks this school year.
According to Whitlock,
the alarm system is very
sensitive and has only
sounded once when triggered by the steam from a
broken hot water line.
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SJDith, continued from page 1
penter with one second
left in UAH's victory over
Valdosta St.]," Acuff said.
Smith finished second
on the UAH all-time assists list as well as one of
the top scorers in this
program's history.
UAH finished above
expectations this y ear
with a 19-8 record overall
and 9-5 in the GSC East.
Smith was mostly respon-
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sible for the team's outstanding play throughout
the year and will be hard
to replaced.
"We'll miss him a lot,
he was one of the best
players in the country and
important
to
this
program's resurgence,"
Acuff said.
The squad will welcome back guards Chris
Scobey, Kyle Copeland,

and Trey Pinegar nex t 18.2 points per ga me
year.
along with five other role
"Our guards coming players off the N C AA
back next year will play • Tournament team of 1999important roles in the di- 2000.
rection of our team next
Next year will be no
year. I think the program different for UAH as they
is now at a point where we lose their go-to-guy in
can rebuild after losing a Smith. A member on the
star player."
All-GSC Second team
Look no further than could become UAH's rethis past year. UAH lost placement to Smith.
Antrone Rogers and his
S a e v a r

Sigurmundsson , w h o
came into his ow n in his
s ophomo re ye4tr at the
post-pos ition, averaged
14.8 points per game and
led UAH with 5 .6 rebounds per game this past
year.
"Saevar had a great
year, I think he deserved
first team honors," Acuff
said of his post player out
of Iceland. "Saevar and

PageB-9
Fred [McGinnis ] could
become our two top scorers next year."
A new chapter will be
written next year in the
book entitled " UAH Basketball", a chapter of the
book titled the "Joe Smith
Years" was perhaps the
best chapter written in the
book.
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Protest, continued from page 1
the airport terminal and
could be heard chanting
•Tax reform!" "Equal
cuts!" and "Don't sell us
out!"
Dozens of students carried signs reading "Save
starving students , End
proration" and "Stabilize
the budget."
"Hopefully, Siegelman
takes notice that students
are upset and that o ur
voice will ma tter," said
SGA legislato r Eric
Koneicznay, " We rep resent students tonight from
all over the state because
they feel the same way as
we do."

Students were ready to sometime afterwards unreceive Siegelman as his til SGA President James
planearrived,butthegov- Kodrowski was escorted
emor was whisked away off the grounds by auin a black Suburban . thorities.
around the far end of the
"AEA has a lot of
airport and avoided the money and [Siegelman] is
rally.
doing whatever Paul
Airport security and Hubbert wants him to
Huntsville police broke up do," said SCA Vice-Presithe demonstration shortly dent Geof Morris, one of
thereafter. Protestors were the principal organizers of
asked to vacate the pre- the
demons tra tion.
mises. Because there was Teacher lobbyis t Paul
short notice on the Hubbert is the major imgovernor's arrival in petus behind the Alabama
Huntsville, there was not school boards' lawsuit
ample time to secure a per- against the state, arguing
mit to protest on the prop- that cuts to K-12 funding
erty. Students lingered for is unconstitutional.

Afterwards, students
retired to the University
Center to plan further action against Montgomery
and discuss the repercussions of Saturday night's
demonstration.
The protest followed a
Thursday
decis ion
h anded d o wn by Montgomery C ircuit Judge
Tracy McCooey that ruled
in favor of a lawsuit forw arded by the Alabama
Associatio n of School
Boards and o the rs.
Siegelman has o pe nl y
a lig ned himself on the
side of Paul Hubbert and
the Alabama sch ool

boards. Iftherulingstands
and is not challenged by
the Legislature, it could
mean up to 28 percent proration for higher education this year and 20%
next year.
C ommenting on the
success of the protest, SGA
Exte rnal Affairs Officer
Dale Jobes said, "It is not
like we left violently, but
we left with civility. It
ma kes the m look bad,
w hich a ll leads back to
Siegelman."
SCA will be hosting a
rally on Monday, March 5
prior to Higher Education
Day when studen ts travel

night. l mean, every night
p laying a show when
you're on tour is a great
experience, and we love
doing it. So, basically,
you're looking forward to
that hour and a half on
stage. And when we're
home, it's a whole different thing. It's the excitement of creating new mu.sic. They' re two very different things-playing
shows and recording new
stuff. But l can't say that I
prefer one over the other.
They're both great things
and great aspects of what
wedo.
Jennifer: Going back to
your influences, are there
any particular bands that
you'd say you're big fans
of or that you've been particularly influenced by?
'Iravis: I think it's hard
to say. There are so many.
It's hard to say, "Well,
these are the top five."
Initially, I think it's maybe
easier to pin down some
of the things we were fans
of when the band first
started, which were mid to
late eighties college rock
kind of bands ...The Replacements,
and
REM ... The Cure. Those
kind of things were early
influences, but along the
way, just like anyone, you
discover new music or
new acts that are a lways
coming out. You keep
finding new albums that
you like. For us, anyway,
we listen to all varieties of
stuff, so really it could be

almost anything influencin g us, and tha t's been
over all the time that
we've had the band together. All the new stuff
that comes out. .. we find
different things that we
like, and it's hard to pin
down things that have affected how we sound
along the way. It's everchanging.
Jennifer: As far as your
position in the band goes,
what all do you have to do
with the musical process?
'Iravis: I'm the drummer. There are three of us.
Kevin Griffin is our singer
and guitar player. Tom
Drummond is the bass
player. Kevin generally
instigates musical ideas
and brings in the beginnings of songs, and then
we all hash it out together.
We all arrange everything
together, and kind of figure out how to make it
work, and then Kevin also
will write the lyrics. Same
thing in the studio. Once
we've kind of worked up
songs and we get into the
studio with a producer, it's
pretty much everyone
equally involved. Any
one of us could end up
playing an} instrument on
a given song really. We've
done that before where
each guy winds up playing a different guy's instrument on a certain song
just because it's all about
getti ng it to sound
right. .. not so much
guarded territory ..."Well,

Ezra, continued from page 1
and I kno w he is very
much into literature. He
was an Eng lish major in
school, and I know that
that's something that he
feels has affected him. But
i think also just being from
New Orleans ... il's an unusual town. So many different types of artists
move here, from musicians to all different types
of artists really ... from
writers lo visual artists,
just because the atmosphere here is so conducive lo inspiration. I think
just being in this city really
affects what we do as well,
and not just because of the
music here.
Jennifer: Do you agree
that the arts have become
overly corporate so that
music itself has taken a
backseat to the process of
distribution? To give you
an example, are you in
support of Napster and
0 ~ er mediums that provide free music to the publie?
'Iravis: I don't know.
I' m, as yet, undecided
about Napster. The idea
of providing free music
sounds real idealistic, but,
?n the other hand, speaking
as
someone
who ... that's how I make
my living. If it's free, well
then I can't make music
anymore because I can' t
make a living doing it, so
~ have to go get another
Job, which means I can't
make music, and afford to
~cord it, and put it out

there. So, it's one thing to
say, " Yeah, e veryone
should have free music,"
but, on the other hand,
how is anyone going to
create music if they're unable to make a living doing it, and actually get it
recorded, and go out and
tour? You could just play
in you r hom e in your
spare time if you couldn't
make a living doing it, but
if you can't sell it, how else
can you continue to do it?
I think the notion of the
people who d o the work
of w riting, a nd playing,
and recording m usic getting paid to do that is just
like any other work that
anyon e d oes.
Why
shouldn't they? If someone wants to enjoy what
they d o ... Otherwise, musicians won' t be able to
continue ma king music
because they'll be d oing
other things to pay their
bills. To me, the defense
of all music being totally
free just seems . . .If it were
that way for everything,
basically, it would be anarchy. Everybody would
be stealing everything.
Maybe that's an unpopular opinion, but, speaking
as a musician, obviously,
we're going to tend to lead
towards ... we should be
paid. It's possible a
change will come where
really the recordings of
someone's music will just
be a p ro mo tio n al tool,
which will be free, and artists w ill have to find an-

other way to make money
to survive. But,"right now,
there's nothin g in p lace
that exists like that. Right
now, the amount of revenue that, say, selling your
T-shirts or something generates is not going to allow
you to survive. So, at the
moment, part of ma king a
living as a musician is the
sale of records. In the future, it's certainly possible
if there's some other way
for things to work. I could
see recordings being more
a promotional tool than an
item to sell. But I think
we've got a long way befo re tha t happens, or I
think there will have to be
some kind of change that
no one has foreseen what
it will be yet.
Jennifer: As an artist
and as a performer, what
do you look forward to
most when you wake up
in the morning?
Travis: That sort of depends on what mode
we're in. Generally, we're
either doing one of two
thmgs. We're touring and
playing shows, or we' re
recording ... We're in the
studio working up new
songs and recording them,
which is what we're just
starting to do now for an
album that we'll have
come out early next year.
We've been writing songs
for it, and we're getting
ready to start recording it
soon. So, whe n we're
touring, basically it's just
that show coming up that

to Montgomery on March
6 and bring their concerns

straight to the capital. The
rally will be held at 8 p .m.
in Room 131 of the University Center. Students
are encouraged to attend
Monday's rally to learn
more about proration and
how it will affect their futures if nothing changes in
the treatment of higher
education. The ways in
which students can get inv olved and s upport
higher education will a lso
be d iscussed.

I play th is instrument, so
you can't d o that." We're
all pretty equally in there
just trying to make it the
best it can be basically as
far as arranging the songs
and getting it to sound the
way we want it to sound.
Jennifer: If Y<?U were to
be remembered for one
thing that you've done so
far or that you plan to do
in your musica l career,
what would that be?
Trav is: We've done
things how we want to do
it, which is really not always the case when it
comes to musicians and
their dealings with the recording industry. We've
been very lucky in thatfrom the get-go-our relationship with our label has
been such that they aren't
telling us what to do, how
to dress, what kind of
songs to record ... any of
that stuff that most bands
have to deal with. So, really, whatever's out there
that we've done is what
we created, and we're
proud of it, and it wasn't
anyone telling us what to
do. That's something to be
proud of, and it's something that is not the norm.
And we've been fortunate
enough to be in that position and to have that kind
of relationship with our
record label who distributes our albums. We call
the shots of what we do.
When we put out a CD, it's
our own ... our baby.

-
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Chargers scalp Spartans, Pierce en route to No. 1 nat'l ranking
By Danny Parker
Sports Editor
March 15, 2001
No longer does the
UAH Baseball team have
to look up in the national
rankings. According to
the Collegiote Bnsebn/1
Newspaper, the Chargers
{15-2) are the No. 1 team
in the country after taking
2 of 3 games this past
weekend in Montgomery,
Ala., against lhe formerly
top-ranked University of
Tampa Spartans.
At the beginning of the
season, the players on the
UAH team made an
agreement with head
coach Bobby Pierce that if
the team won their first 10
games or 15 in a row at
any point in the season,
the squad would be allowed to take the clippers
to Pierce's noggin and remove all his hair.
After the Chargers defeated Tampa 5-1 on Sat·urday, March 10, Pierce
was sure to become a little
nervous as the team's win-

ning streak reached 14
games.
Sunday's
doubleheader saw UAH take the
first game 10-4 before falling in the nightcap 5-4 in
extra innings.
Despite the defeat, the
streak reached 15 games
and the hair fell like
clouds reigning down
from the heavens.
The Huntsville Times
quoted Pierce as saying,
"To this point, this team
has been so special. I'm
really proud of how
they've played toge ther
and being recognized as
the top team in the country is very deserving. They
believe in what they're
doing.
"It's just a good, hardworking group of guys.
Through 17 games I can't
ask any more of them. The
challenge now is to see
how long we can hang on
to it."
At least now, Pierce can
conserve a little shampoo
and conditioner in the
shower all the w hile smil-

ing as his men rest atop
the nation.
UAH S, Tampa 1
After falling behind 10 in the first inning at
Montgomery's Patterson
Field, UAH s tarting
pitcher Adam Bass put it
in cruise control and shut
down the Spartans the rest
of the way. While Bass (SO) was retiring batter after
batter, the Charger sticks
got to work and put some
runs on the board to make
the effort worthwhile.
Freshman Trai Meadows was a perfect 3-for-3
at the plate with a stolen
base. All-American candidate David Gates proved
his worth as he belted a
homerun in his 2-for-4
performance on the day.
Philip Donaldson added
two hits as well while
notching his fourth save of
the season in relief of Bass.
UAH 10, Tampa 4
This one was decided
late as the two powerhouses battled to 4-all tie
before the Chargers broke
loose against Spartan re-

liever Chris Sutton for six
runs.
Gates hit his second
homer of the series in the
ninth after Wes Long
doubled in Andy Evans
with the game-winning
run.
A Mark Forbus
single was soon followed
by a Justin Barnes two-run
bomb.
Donaldson earned the
victory in relief.
Tampa 5, UAH 4
Like Bass before, starting
pitcher
Kevin
Schomas fell behind early
after relinquishing a leadoff homerun. Luckily,
Schomas continued to follow suit as he too settled
down and allowed his offense to take the lead.
After
the
teams
swapped scores, Hector
Guadalupe singled in
Clay Rice to tie the game
at three.
Three straight hits by
Long, Guadalupe and
Barnes culminated into a
4-3 lead for UAH in the
top of the ninth.
However, the Spartans

Junior centerfielder J\ndy Evans leads the Chargers
in hitting thus far this season with a .455 batting
average. (Photo by Danny Parker)

showed some worlh as a
pinch hit homerun by
Charlie Manning tied the
game at four. A single by
Neil Maybin plated the
winning run as Tam pa
(19-3) avoided the sweep
in their final at bat.
Gulf South Conference
play starts this weekend
for the Chargers as they
take on West Florida in a

doubleheader starting at
2:00 p.m. at Joe Davis Stadium. Sunday the Chargers and Argonauts will
face-off again for the final
game of the series at 1:00
p.m.
GSC West foe Delta
State comes to town on
March 20-21.

Women's soccer clinch first-ever tourney berth
By Ronak Patel
Sports Writer
November 2, 2000
In a season of firsts for
the UAH Women's Soccer
team, yet another first occurred for the ladies. The
ladies clinched their firstever berth in the Gulf
South Conference with a
hard fought 2-1 win over
rival UNA at Charger
Field on Saturday afternoon. The ladies showed
tremendous resolve and
guts on the field in what
was perhaps their most
tense game of the season.
Senior Amber Shahan,
playing in her last home
game, scored her third
goal of the season to stake
the Lady Chargers out to
a 1-0 lead at the 22-minute
mark. Eileen Dodson, who
would come to the forefront in the second half,
registered the assist on
Shahan's goal. The lead
for the ladies would be
short-lived however, as
Mirela Pjeshkazini scored
for the Lady Lions six
minutes later lo tie the
game at one. The score

was knotted at one at the ers were on their way to
end of the first half.
Vestavia Hills for the GSC
The game and the out- Tournament. It will be the
come were still in the bal- Women's Soccer team's
ance in the second half as first-ever appearance in
Eileen Dodson was tournament.
"This was, without a
handed a red card 73 minutes into the game. doubt, the best game
Dodson was ejected, and, we've played or that I've
thus, the ladies had to play witnessed in my years
the rest of the game short- here," said head coach
handed. With the odds Lincoln Ziyenge. "We
being stacked against the showed heart and matuLady Chargers, freshman rity in coming back in the
Elizabeth Dubberly scored second half. I'm proud of
a breakaway shorthanded the moxy of our team."
goal at the 85-minute
"Our strategy after
mark lo give the Ladies a Dodson was ejected was
2-1 in the latter stage of the to play one forward up
game . Dubberly beat front and play with our
UN A's
goalkeeper, other players situated in
Shelley Huggins, for the the middle of the field to
goal, which was her fourth prevent U!\JA from comgoal of the season and per- ing at us," Lmyenge said
haps the biggest in the of his team's strategy afprogram's young history. ter Dodson was ejected.
With 1:15 remaining in "We wanted to get a
the game, UNA's Rita couple of opportunities to
Bernhardt was fouled in strike them on breakaway
the goalie box. Soccer's chances, and we got to do
most exciting play, the that and won the game."
penalty shot, was going to
With the win, UAH
decide this classic tilt. The moved its record to 9-6
penalty shot by UNA's and 4-4 in the GSC.
Bernhardt sailed over the
The team has been a joy
goal, and the Lady Charg- for Ziyenge this year.

JHSica Broyles is one of many freshmen the Lady Chargers have counted on this
season to help them to their best ever aeanson. (Photo by Danny Parker)

"This is the best team I've
coached, and the chemistry on this team is something special, considering
we added 14 new players
lo the learn. I'm also proud
of the tough character on
this team . We showed
toughness, and we have
that never say die attitude
on this team."

This edition of Lady
Charger Soccer will go
down in the record books.
There is always a first for
everything, and this team
will be remembered by
future Lady Chargers as
the standard against
which to be judged.
But the season is not
over yet for this group of

ladies. There is still the
matteroflheGSC Toumamenl Championship to be
crowned during the first
weekend of November.
The question is, can this
tough, gritty bunch of
LadyChargerscontinuein
their season of firsts? Stay
tuned for the answer.
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Entertainment
The Five Spot: Chaos reigns live on Election Day
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By Paul Lindgren
E11tertaimnent
Editor
November 16, 2000
I can only imagine how
irate the rest of America
must have been last
Wednesday morning. I'm
not talking about you
early risers either. I'm talking about us junkies who
stayed awake well into
four in the morning wondering just what the hell
was going on!

No one seemed more the fourth estate. At first
incensed or clueless, how- Florida went to Gore, then
ever, as our ever-vigilant it went to Bush, and now?
media folks. Those poor It's a hamburger hill of
sods endured grueling political and legal wranshifts of twelve or more gling.
hours on air, and by God
There was the blushing
it showed! Since when did face of Brian Williams at
Bernard Shaw become a two in the morning lookwise-ass and Dan Rather ing ruefully at his que
a drunk, all on air?
screen saying, "Oh no ...
What appeared to have Uh oh ... " Those are the
happened was the usual unmistakable words of
cutthroat media competi- someone who really
tion - the first network to screwed up when it was
call Florida. There was found that Gore was rapalso some obvious liberal idly gaining on Bush in
bias, particularly on the the Florida count. It must
part of CBS. Fox appeared have been a prank call by
to be the only network Indian-giver Gore when
operating in a fully objec- he initially conceded the
tive and cautious manner, election.
And those poor Florida
probably cause they
election
officials? I think
didn't have the media rethe
recount
took so damn
sources to backfire on
long
cause
the
anchormen
them, unlike the other netwouldn't
hang
up and let
works. It all amounted to
what was perhaps the them do their job.
"Oh, he was just a
greatest blunder that has
flaunt
of information,"
ever slapped the face of

said Bernard Shaw, sardonically, after a Florida
official plum hung up on
CN . And there was Tom
Brokaw who just stared
up at the ceiling with his
mouth open holding back
his temper cause some
panicking
producer
wouldn' t stop whispering
instructions to him from
behind the camera. Since
when do you catch the
media with its pants
around the ankles like
this!?
But the media wasn't in
complete chaos that late.
Was anyone else listening
to Dan Rather on the CBS
crew? How much did he
drink before going on air?
There was at one point the
unmistakable look of Ed
Bradley glaring at Dan
Rather like he just came
off the mothership. Dan
Rather has enough sound
bytes of himself to put Jay
Leno out of business. Here

are some of the things he
said on air during election
night:
- " When it comes to a
race like this, I' m a longdistance runner and an allday hunter."
- "It's heating up like a
New York City elevator in
August."
- " You talk about a
ding-dong, knock-down,
get up race ... "
- "The contest was
tighter than rusted
lugnuts on a '55 Ford."
- "[Gore's] back is to the
door, his shirt's on fire,
and the bill collector's at
the door."
- " ... in Austin, between
the 10-gallon hats and the
Willie Nelson sweat
bands."
- This race is tighter
than a tight bathing suit
on a long ride home from
the beach."
- "If frogs had pockets,
they would carry hand-

guns."
- "This will show you
how tight it is: its spandex
tight!"
"(Bush! swept
through the South like a
tornado through a trailer
park."
- "I'm a smoker, I'm a
joker, I'm a midnight
toker."
He even referred to Bob
Schaefer as the "Deputy
Dog" and California's
electoral votes as the "big
burrito." Well, I think ole
Dan Rather is just ready
for the pasture.
And so for those of you
who chose to crash so
early Tuesday night, you
may never get the chance
to see the media in such
chaos again. Few things
were as authentically entertaining as Election Day,
and it could be a shame.

Keller Williams brings the house down again
By Paul Lindgren
E11tertai1111te11t
Editor
March 1, 2001
Keller Williams returned to Mom's Cafe in a
blowout performance before a crowd of nearly seventy students on Tuesday,
February 20. The show,
which was arranged by
the Association of Campus
Entertainment,
brought the house down
as Williams gave his usual
knock-out performance of
jamming, hip grooves
co.°:bined with onstage
ml.Xlng and comical lyrics.
UAH students were
joined by dozens of outof-towners from as far
away as Auburn, Nashville, and Chattanooga.
Mom's Cafe was a packed
house with near standing
room only as the word got
a~und of Williams' explosive popularity in the underground college music
scene.
I managed to interview
Williams two hours prior
to his show. I sat with him
as he was eating dinner in
the UAH cafe. He was
eating strawberry yogurt
and sitting with his sound

manager, Lou. Williams
was very receptive to being interviewed and welcomed the opportunity for
popular coverage.
Paul Lindgren: Who
were some of your musical influences- both older
and contemporary - who
have had the greatest impact on your music?
Keller
Williams:
"Michael Hedges. He's
not alive anymore. His
whole show helped me on
the direction I am on now.
I'm not sure what kind of
music I WOU'ld be playing
today if
were not
around.'
PL: "
are some
musicia.V; u enjoyed
performilli with most?"
KW: "String Cheese,
definitely. They've done a
lot of good for me, physically, mentally, and spiritually. We share the same
management, so performing with them is both fun
and makes for an easy
show. Martin Sexton ... It
was always amazing to
play with him. Some of
the others include Dark
Star Orchestra out of Chicago, Big Wu, and Larry
Keel Experience."
PL: "Have you always
preferred being a solo

Keller Williams returned to Mom's Cafe in a blowout
performance. (Photo from www.kellerwillwns.com)
everyone is honing in on
musician?"
KW: " It's always fun to every note and breath in
sit in a band and tour, but silence, which is energy in
I've gotten used to the itself. I like them both
simplicity of not carrying equally as much."
PL: "You performed at
so many people on the
road with me. I travel with Mom's last year. What did
my wife Emily, my sound you like most about the
manager Lou Gosain, and atmosphere of this small
my two dogs: Earl (aka venue?"
KW: "It' s quiet. The
Fart Boy) and Sheeba,
Queen of the Tundra (aka folks are less boisterous.
With my music, I'm used
Stink Breath)."
PL: "What do you like to people talking as they
most as far as feedback do in bars when people
are drinking beer and feel
from your audience?"
KW: "No feedback at compelled to talk. But in
all! [laughs I Well there are places like Mom's, people
two kinds of energy you tend to listen to the music
get from the audience. The more closely and won' t
most obvious is the large miss the groove, even if
group of people who they don' t get up and
groove on the floor. The dance. You can' t deny the
other is the cafe atmo- intimacy of a small room."
PL: " Do you have any
sphere like Mom's where

upcoming projects you'd
be willing to share with
us?"
KW: " I've got another
album coming out. I will
be recording it with Ty
North on bass and Jeff
Sipe (aka Apartment Q258) on drums. It hasn' t
been recording yet, and
probably won' t until summer. So the album will
probably be released early
next year."
PL: "Will you be playing any of the songs from
your new album tonight?"
KW: "Oh yeah ... Certainly ... But I won't say
which ones."
Indeed,
Williams
seemed to enjoy playing in
the quaint atmosphere of
Mom's, remarking in his
improvised lyrics: "I'm
glad I'm not in some
smoky-ass bar." Williams
walked barefoot on a
candle-lit stage to an accolade of applause and
cheers, his favorite Persian
rug beneath his feet.
When asked about how
he felt about Williams performing in a personal atmosphere such as Mom's,
UAB student Lee Poe said,
" I' m going to see Keller at
Zydeco's in Birmingham
tomorrow night, so it was

nice to see him in such a
relaxed and i11timate atmosphere."
" I like this venue
[Mom 's]. I don't like it
when the whole crowd is
talking. That's not what I
come to hear. I want to
hear the music," said Auburn University student
Chris Daly. Williams had
performed at Auburn University two nights before.
Students
were
charmed by Williams' variety performance as he
mixed background melodies on stage using a bass,
carnival whistle, steel
drum, shakers and a
congo. Following the
show, the audience wooed
Williams back for an encore.
A.CE. director Frankie
Bibby was responsible for
bringing Williams back to
UAH after his last successful performance in Mom's
Cafe last Spring. Tuesday
night's show was the most
successful event I have attended at this university,
and only ACE can bring
students the entertainment they' ve been lookin!J
for. Williams is definitely
what students have been
looking for all this time.

